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The undersigned, associate justices of the superior court,
having heard the parties in the case of Charles E. Stevens
and Thomas Harrington, Commissioners of the Dudley
Indians, petitioners v. the Commonwealth, herewith respect-
fully submit a report of their findings of fact and the conclu-
sions therefrom, including the amount they find to be due
from the Commonwealth to the petitioners in their capacity
as such commissioners.

This report is made under the provisions of chap. 443 of
the Acts of the year 1889.

P. EMORY ALDRICH
CALEB BLODGETT,
ROBERT R. BISHOP,

Associate Justices of the Superior Gou





Superior Court.
Suffolk ss.

October Sitting, Nov. 7, 1889.

CHARLES E. STEVENS

AND

THOMAS HARRINGTON,
Petitioners,

v.

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.

The petitioners are the duly appointed Commissioners of
the Dudley Indians; and they have brought their petition
under the provisions of chap. 443 of the Acts of 1889, to
recover from the Commonwealth the sum of $2,199.84,
which they claim the Commonwealth received many years
ago, in trust, to hold for said Indians and to pay to them or
for their use the annual interest thereon.

In its answer to this petition and claim, the Common-
wealth sets up a twofold defence : First, that it has paid in
full the original sum and all accumulations of interest;
Second, that the Dudley tribe of Indians has become extinct,
and that there are no surviving members of that tribe who
would be entitled to any part of said fund, even if it should
be found that the Commonwealth has not paid the same
according to the terms and conditions upon which it was
received and held. (A copy of the petition marked B, and a
copy of the Commonwealth’s answer marked A, accompany
the report.)

&ommcmu)caltl) of illiissocliusctts.



DUDLEY INDIANSCOMMISSIONERS 01

The character and grounds of the petitioners’ claim and
the validity ol the defence can best be shown by an examin-
ation of the transactions from which that claim has arisen.

When the colonists began their settlements in that part of
Massachusetts now included in Worcester County, they found
the Pegan or Dudley Indians in the occupancy of an exten-
sive territory, lying in the southerly part of that county,
commonly called the “ Nipmuck Country.” It became
essential to the welfare of the colonists that they should
acquire whatever title the Indians had to that territory;
and, as early as 1681, William Stoughton and Joseph Dud-
ley, having been duly authoriz
colony to negotiate with theIi
rights in said tract of country.

ed by the General Court of the
dians for the purchase of their
received from them two deeds
in their own names, and very
he title thus acquired to the

of different portions thereof
soon thereafter transferred t
colony.

The tract so conveyed i
Stoughton and Dudley to the
ern half of said country we h

described in the report of
urt as follows :

“ The south-
ave purchased of Black James
ids, provided they may, by theand Company for twenty pou

grant and allowance of this ourt reserve to themselves a
rtain tract five miles square or contents in two parcels,

for themselves, theirheirs and assigns forever, as is expressed
in their deed. The whole tract is in form of a triangle, and
reduced to a square containeth a tract fifty miles long and
twenty wide. We have thought best to take the deeds in
our own names, which we here exhibit, and are ready to
pass an assignment and conveyance to the governor and
company, at the court’s direction, in pursuance of whose
service we have done the same

It will be seen by this transaction that the Indians, for the
consideration of only twenty pounds, surrendered whatever
right they had in one thousand square miles Of territory,
reserving to themselves, however, twenty-five of the one
thousand square miles. Undoubtedly some part of this tract
was situated within the present limits of the State of Con-
necticut, but large portions of it were within the boundaries
of Massachusetts, and, through the original conveyance to
Stoughton and Dudley, became the property of the colony
or of its inhabitants.
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In a report to the House of Representatives under dat
April 30, 1857, from the committee on Public Charit;
Institutions, to whom was referred an order of the House
relative to a more economical support of the Dudley Indi
the statement is made that those Indians wer
owners of that tract of land in Worcester Count
known as Charlton, Southbridge, Oxford, Dudley, Stur-
mdsre and Webster.

At the same time, i. e., March 17, 1681-82, that the court
proved of the purchase by Stoughton and Dudley, it like-

wise allowed and confirmed to the said Indians the reserv
tion of twenty-five square miles. (See Records of Ma
Vol. 5, pp. 342-

In determining the equities of this cause it may be propc
to consider whether the act of the colonial court confirmin
the aforesaid reservation did not give the Indians a belt
and more valuable title to the tract reserved than that by

which they originally held it. But it will be found upon

examination that the Indian title, under said act of confirma-
tion by the colonial court, was not absolute, but was coi

tional upon the continued improvement by the Indians ot
lands reserved. That is, the colonists held, under the law
as it was then understood and has since been affirmed by

Supreme Court of the United States (8 Wheaton, 573 and
594), that the Indian in his native state cannot acquire an
unqualified title to the lands which he may occup

The value of these lands to the India
have been greatly enhanced by the colonial act of cr
mation.

April 28, 1682, the Indians conveyed to Stoughton
Dudley one-half of the reserved fiv
icnsideration of ten pounds. (Suffolk Deeds, L. 12, f. 297.)

May 6, 1707, the then Indian proprietors conveyed the o
half of the reserved tract to William Dudley, the recited
consideration being the “ love and affection the Indians bear

> Joseph Dudley and family, and ton pounds, savir
and reserving to ourselves and our heirs a right and libt

planting and hunting upon the mnd in such pi
ay be necessary for our support.” (Suffolk Deer’s, L

26, t. 215.) By an indenture of April 29, 1724, execute

ENATI



6 COMMISSIONERS OF DUDLEY INDIANS

l>y said “ William Dudley of the one part, the native and
only remaining Indian proprietors of the Nipmuck Country
so called of the other part, Ihe reservation in the last
named deed was made to
described in said deed near
Dudley for himself, his heirs
that neither he nor his heirs

apply to a part of the land
a mile square; ” and the said
etc., did “ covenant and grant
nor any other person for him

shall or will molest or disturb the said Indians or their
descendants in the full and free enjoyment and improvement
of the premises while they or their descendants or any of
them shall continue to improve the same.” (Suffolk Deeds,
L. 37, f. 269.)

Upon a joint petition of the guardians of the Indians in
the town of Dudley and the heirs of the said William Dud-
ley deceased, praying that two hundred acres only of said
land one mile square may be reserved for the Indians, and
that, in consideration of the sum of two hundred pounds to
be paid by said heirs, the remainder may revert to them,

the money to be employed so far as is necessary for the
payment of the debts of the said Indians, and the overplus
improved at interest for their benefit, —the House of Rep-
resentatives, Jan. 29, 1763, resolved that the petition be
so far granted as that there be reserved two hundred acres
of land for the use of the Indians so long as they shall con-
tinue to improve the same; and that the said heirs be
impowered to sell the remainder of said tract of land (one
mile square), they paying upon said sale fifty pounds to
said guardians to enable them to discharge the debts of said
Indians, and yearly thereafter pay to said guardians nine
pounds for the comfort and support of said Indians as long
as they shall continue to improve said 200 acres, “ said
guardians to lay their account yearly before the General
Court for their allowance.” By virtue of the power thus
conferred upon them, the heirs of said William Dudley con-
veyed to Edward Davis, Jan. 31, 1763, the remainder of
said tract of one mile square for six hundred and fifty
pounds, the 200 acres being excepted for the Indians and
their heirs so long as they shall continue to improve the same.

By this transaction the Indians were induced to part with
their entire interest in the tract one mile square, except-
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ing the 200 acres, for £5O and an annual payment of £9,
while the heirs of said Dudley immediately sold the
remainder of the mile square for £650.

Edward Davis, the purchaser, gave a bond for the annual
payment of the £9, according to the resolve of the General
Court of Jan. 29, 1763.

Davis, as long as he lived, and after his death his heirs,
continued to pay the £9 annually until June 24, 1825, when
they paid to the Commonwealth in commutation of said
annual payments the sum of $5OO under the resolve of the
Legislature of 1814. This was the origin of the $5OO now
claimed of the Commonwealth in this suit. At the time the
$5OO was paid there was due $32.84 of accrued interest,
which was also paid. The interest on the $532.84, according
to the terms of the resolve under which the principal was
paid into the treasury of the Commonwealth, was to be
annually paid out of the treasury to the guardians of the
Indians until the tribe of the Dudley Indians should become
extinct. Under a resolve of the Legislature of June 7, 1797,
chap. 21, the guardians of the Indians conveyed the afore-
said 200 acres o.f land to one Levi Davis, the consideration
therefor being the payment by him to said guardians of
$3OO, a conveyance to the Commonwealth of 26 acres and
58 rods of land for the use of the Indians, and his promise
to pay to the Commonwealth for the same use $1,667 with
interest.

The resolve provides that the interest should be paid
annually, until the further order of the General Court, to said
guardians, to be by them laid out in supplies for the Indians
as their necessities might require. Davis gave his note April
1, 1798, for $1,667, payable to the Commonwealth with inter-
est. He paid the interest annually till June 14, 1811, when
he paid the principal. June 14, 1825, the Edward Davis
note was paid, amounting at that time to $532.84 ; and the
Commonwealth then held in trust for the Dudley Indians
$2,199.84 in cash, and 26 acres and 58 rods of land ; which
was all the Indians had left in exchange for their former largo
territorial rights, and which, as the petitioners now contend,
was an altogether inadequate consideration for those rights.
But the adequacy of that consideration cannot be intelligently
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determined without reference to the nature and extent of
those rights. In all English colonies the crown or govern-

~

O o
ment of Great Britain claimed and exercised a power to
grant the soil while yet in possession of the natives, and
these grants were understood by all to convey a title to the

subject only to the Indians’ rights of occupan
while the exclusive right to purchase from the Indians resided
in the government; so that a title to lands, derived solely

ra a grant made by an Indian tribe to private individuals,
valid by the courts of this
jf the crown to extinguish the

has never been recognized £
country. The exclusive righ

Indian title to lands in Masi
charter or patent to the Ma

achusetts passed by the royal
sachusetts colony; so that all

made, either directly to the
authorized by the Legislature

grants from the Indians u
Miy or to persons who wer

I the colony to receive such grants, as in the case of
Stoughton and Dudley and William Dudley. (See

Wheaton, 543.
It will be seen, therefore, that the Indians did not and
uld not convey to their grantees an absolute title to the

lands described in their deeds, but only relinquish their rigl
of occupancy, and that the question of the adequacy of con-
sideration must be decided in view of that fact. In regard to
their title to that portion of their original territory reserved
in their deeds to Stoughton and Dudley, and confirmed to

nay be said as already stated,
raanent and valuable to the

them by the Colonial Court, it
that that title became more p<
Indians by reason of such act of confirmation, and that the
consideration for relinquishing it ought to have been propor-
tionately increased. But it must not be forgotten that the
reservation to the Indians of a portion of their lands was not
absolute, but only for so long a time as they continued to
improve the same, and one of the allegations in the said joint
petition to the General Court in 1763 of the Dudley Indians
and the heirs of William Dudley was that, although the land
reserved had then been in possession of the Indians, “very
little improvement had been made thereon and that the land
was not likely to be of great use to them.’

But without pursuing this branch of the subject it may be
said that, so far as the transactions hereinbefore referred to
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between the colony and its agents on the one hand and the
Indians on the other constitute a proper subject of consid-
aration in this case, it would seem that they do furnish some

basis for an equitable claim by the living descendants of
those Indians against the Commonwealth, which has suc-
ceeded to all the rights of the colony ; unless the Common-
wealth has already discharged in full its obligations by
payments to the ancestors of the surviving members of the
tribe, or to the survivors themselves, or has been otherwise
discharged from its obligation as the trustee of said Indians.

And this brings us to the consideration of the grounds of
the defence relied upon by the Commonwealth in answer to
the petitioners’ claim.

And first as to the plea of payment. In support of this
plea, it is shown by documentary evidence, not controverted,
that from the year 1800 to 1869 both inclusive, the Com
monwealth paid to the guardians of said Indians $27,059.77,
which was in excess of all receipts and credits on their
account by the sum of $13,219.13. (See House Doc. No. 400
of the year 1888.) If, therefore, the payments which make
up that aggregate are properly chargeable against the trust
funds in the treasury of the Commonwealth, there is nothing
now due on the present claim. This necessarily leads to an
inquiry into the nature of the obligation or duty the Com
monwealth voluntarily assumed when it accepted those
funds upon an express trust, and what rights and powers it
possessed, under the law of trusts, to dispose of the funds.
And before proceeding to consider these questions it becomes
necessary to inquire whether, in the trial and decision of this
cause, the same rules of law and principles of equity are to
be applied as if it were a suit between private citizen

The statute, chap. 443 of
the commissioners “to brin,
by chap. 195, Public Statutes,
the enforcement of any claim:
rightfully belonging to said Ii
named chapter provides that 1
same manner in all respects

the Acts of 1889, authorizes
suit, in the manner provided

ainst the Commonwealth
and recovering of any funds
dians.” Section 3of the last
the cause shall be tried in the
as a suit at common law, and

the provisions of law in relation to tender and to offer of
judgment shall be applicable thereto.” And sect. 6 of
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the same chapter provides that “ all provisions of law relat-
ing to the limitation of personal actions shall apply to
claims against the Commonwealth and to the remedy herein
provided.” By chap. 246 of the Acts of 1887, it is pro-
vided that “ the superior court shall have jurisdiction of all
claims against the Commonwealth, whether at law or in
equity, except those mentioned in sect. 7 of chap. 195
of the Public Statutes, and all claims shall he subject to
the same sot otf and recoupment as they would be if the
Commonwealth was a private person, and shall be enforced
in accordance with the provisions of chap. 195, Public
Statutes.”

It would seem from these provisions of the statutes that
the Legislature intended that suits brought under the pro-
visions of these statutes should be governed by the same

O •/

rules and principles as like suits between private persons.
Turning now to the terms of the trust, wo find it ex-

pressly declared that the interest on the $1,667 shall, until
the further order of the General Court, be paid out of the
treasury to the guardians of the Dudley Indians, to be by
them laid out in supplies for said Indians as their necessities
may require. Our attention has not been called to any
further order of the General Court upon that subject, and we
are not aware of the existence of any such additional order.

Now upon the clear and well settled principles of the law
of trusts, the trustee, that is the Commonwealth in this
case had no authority or right to pay out any part of the
principal of that fund, but only the interest. The trust was
created, not for the exclusive benefit of the then existing
generation of Indians, but for them and their successors
through an indefinite period of time. To distribute the
principal of the fund among the members of the tribe of any
one generation would be to deprive their successors for all
time of their rightful claim to the interest on the fund. If
the trustee were a private person, all this would be too
plain for a moment’s discussion ; but we have found that the
liability of the Commonwealth as a trustee is to bo measured
by the same rules as would be applicable in the case of an
individual citizen holding a fund upon an express declaration
of trust.
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We are therefore of the opinion that the plea of payment
as to the $1,667 has not been sustained. But the Common-
wealth, according to the terms of the trust, had the right to
pay, and it was its duty to pay, annually the interest on
that sum so far as the necessities of the Indians required it;
and having, in fact, down to and including the year 1869,
paid more than enough to cover the interest for that period
of time, it cannot now upon equitable principles be again
charged with interest for the same time.

Since 1869, the Commonwealth has paid no part of the
principal or interest. It appears from the document already
cited that the annual payments by the Commonwealth “on
account of the Dudley Indians” were sometimes less than
the interest on the trust fund, and were often very much in
excess of the interest. And, from an examination of the
account and the resolves of the General Court under which
the payments were made, it is apparent that they were made
without any specific regard to the amount of interest due at
the time ; but the amounts paid were- determined rather by
the necessities of the Indians. Thus the payment in 1808
was only $89.84; in 1823, $74.71; and in 1834, $81.98;
while the payments in 1837, 1853 and 1869, were $204 74,
$365.12 and $1,522.50, respectively; showing conclusively
■that these payments were not made on the basis of the resolve
of 1797, which required the Treasurer of the Commonwealth
“until the further order of the General Court” to pay
annually to the guardians of the Dudley Indians the interest
on the aforesaid sum of $1,667. These large amounts in
excess of the annual interest on the trust fund may have
been authorized by the Legislature upon equitable consider-
ations in view of the manner in which the Indians had been
induced to convey all rights to their lands to the Common-
wealth or its agents ; or they may have been called for by the
absolute wants of the Indians regarded as the wards of the
State; they certainly could not have been made in settle-
ment of the account between the State as trustee and the
Indians as its cestuis que trustent, and consequently that
account still stands open and unsettled.

As to the $5OO received Juno 14, 1815, the Treasurer of
the Commonwealth was required, by the resolve under which
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that money was received, to pay to the guardians of the
ally, “ until the tribe ofDudley Indians the sum of $3O

after which time thethe Dudley Indian
'ommon wealth1 $5OO shall revert to

fhe peculiarity of this declaration of trust is, that it showl

trust, uponthat the trustee takes the m
tter the annual interest, till theagreement to pay to the 1
and then the moneyappening ot a certain event

had originally been the propcto the trust
the trustee and not that of the cestui r/ue trust; for property

an properly be said to revert to him only who was formerlydv
presentatives. fhe termthe owner of it or to

is improperly used in the resolve, and can only mean that
stent the trust fundsupon failure of all the

should escheat to the Commonwealth And the defendant
ntends that such failure has taken place in this ca

that there is now i
ntitled to the $5OO r any {

and that thetion is that the tribe was the
we understand the claim,tribe has become extinct. A

tribe was the necessary resultit is that this extinction of th
nchising the Indians. Thatif the act of the Legislature enfr

was passed in 1869, being chapter 463 of that year. The
first section reads as follows: “All Indians and people ofreads as follow Vll Indians and people ot *

1 Indians, within this Comiolor heretofore known and ca
and declared to be citizens otiilth, aye hereby ms

led to all the rights, privilegesthe Commonwealth, and ent
and immunities, and subject to all the duties and liabiliti

alth are entitled or subto which citizens of this Commc

that the Commonwealthject.” But, upon the supposit
the benefit of the tribe as an aggregateheld this m

body, it would be a strange construction of the statute,i

agned to secure to thewhich by its terms w
numbers of the tribe “all the rights, etc., of other citizens

the statute was to deprivto hold tha
rtv; and to maintain that atithem at on<

1 make himself
petty, would be

by annihilating hi
rthwith the rightful owner of the trust

in theually extraordinary. But upon the whole evijuaiiy exuaorumary. jjih u(

case it cannot, we think, be successfully maintained that tht
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trust fund was held by the Commonwealth for the tribe a
an organized or aggregate body or for tribal purposes; but
on the contrary, it was held for the Indians as a family, and
was to be used for the benefit of such members of the family

or tribe as might need assistance in consequence of sickness,
old age or misfortune. That this was the character of the
trust, and the manner of its administration, is made apparent
by an examination ofthe guardians’ annual accounts, in whic
in many instances, the names of individual Indians are given

who received money or other supplies from the guardian
who in turn were reimbursed by the State.

But, according to either view of the character of the
trust, it is manifest from the evidence that the contingency

has not happened upon which the $5OO of the trust fund was
to become the property of the Commonwealth. This opinion
is corroborated by the fact that the twenty-six acres and fifty
eight rods of land conveyed to the State at the same time it
received the money, and upon the same declaration of trust
have recently been sold by these commissioners, under an
order of the Probate Court of Worcester County, and the
proceeds of that sale, $650, have been, by order of the same

nirt, distributed among the same surviving members of the
Dudley tribe for whose benefit the present suit is prosecuted
Authority was conferred upon the probate court by an act
of the Legislature to pass such orders, and before passing
those orders it became the duty of the court to inquire and
determine whether there were surviving members of the
tribe and who they we

We have therefore the judgment of a court having juris
diction of the subject, declaring that there are surviving
members of the Dudley tribe of Indians, their number and
names; and by that judgment these survivors were made
distributees of a part of the trust fund which is the subject
matter of the petitioners’ claim in this suit, and no appeal
was claimed from that judgment. If the present contention
>f the Commonwealth is defensible, then the proceeds of the

sale of that land should have been paid into the Stat
treasury, for the State had the same right to those proceeds
which it has to retain the money which the petitioners now
ieek to recover.



Besides the evidence derived from the proceedings and judg-
ment of the probate court, other evidence has been submitted
to us in the form of depositions and the testimony of a former
guardian of the Indians, showing that there are now living
forty or more of the Dudley Indians, who, if the petitioners’
claim is allowed, will become the lawful distributees of the
trust fund now in the treasury of the Commonwealth. And
as by the Act of 1869 the Indians were made citizens, there
would seem to be no reason why the trustee’s account should
not be settled, and the money paid to those to whom it right-
fully belongs.

We are therefore of the opinion that the petitioners are
entitled to recover of the Commonwealth the original sum of
$2,199.84, with interest from the first of January, 1870, to
the first of March, 1890, amounting in all to the sum of
$4,851.63.

CALEB BLODGETT,
ROBERT R. BISHOP,

P. EMORY ALDRICH,
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iate Justices of the Superior Co.






